We recommend using InPrivate/Incognito browsing to avoid general issues. Follow the steps below to Activate your Azure subscription.

1- Sign in to the Microsoft Imagine website with your Microsoft account.

2- Navigate to the Microsoft Azure for Students offer and click on ‘Register Now’

3- Sign in with your Personal Microsoft account. Your copy of Azure for Students is registered, and you are all set.
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Note: If you followed the instruction above and received the following error message: “The offer is only available to Microsoft Imagine members”; please follow the steps below:

1- Sign out from the Azure Portal.

2- Go back to the Azure offer page on Microsoft Imagine (Step 2 in the instructions) and click register.

3- When prompted to select an account, make sure you are selecting your Personal account. If your Work or School account is selected (marked with the badge icon), select it and switch to Personal account (marked with the user icon) as outlined below:

First, select the Work/School Account:
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Then switch to Personal Account: